
Journey back through the sands of time to the banks of the mighty Nile to meet the beautiful Queen 
Nefertiti, the Great Royal Wife of Pharaoh Akhenaten, as she rules over Ancient Egypt. It is going to be 
an action-packed expedition in which you will witness Nefertiti as she battles against the gods of old – 
Horus, Osiris, Anubis, and Bastet, in her effort to unite her people under the one true Sun god.

Nefertiti HyperWays™ is a grand 5x4-reel slot game that comes in three different game volatility varia-
tions: medium (5,000x bet), high (50,000x bet), and very high (150,000x bet). Each symbol can land with 
up to a 9x SYMBOL MULTIPLIER, giving a maximum potential of 60,466,176 HyperWays™ to win! Each 
spin awards a different-ways-to-win combination depending on the total symbol multipliers that land 
on each symbol. Wins are attained by landing identical symbols on three or more consecutive reels, and 
landing multiple symbols on that reel multiplies that win.

MEGA NEFERTITI WILDS appear randomly in the base game and land with a random TOTAL WIN MUL-
TIPLIER up to 5x. They have a max SYMBOL MULTIPLIER of 9x, 18x, 27x, and 36x for symbol sizes 1x1, 
1x2, 1x3, and 1x4 respectively. The bigger the Mega Nefertiti Wild, the higher the SYMBOL MULTIPLIER. 
Mega Nefertiti Wilds also create random WILDS on the reels when they land, and during WINNING CAS-
CADES the Mega Nefertiti Wild can replace removed symbols with new WILDS. Landing five SCATTERS 
in the base game awards eight FREE SPINS.

Last but not least, Nefertiti HyperWays™ offers players a BUY BONUS that they can use to buy free spins.

Travel back to the 18th Dynasty of Ancient Egypt and enjoy this expedition of a lifetime.
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Game features

HYPERWAYS™

HyperWays™ is GameArt’s revolutionary game mechan-
ic that permits each symbol to land with up to a 9x Sym-
bol Multiplier, giving a maximum potential of 60,466,176 
HyperWays™ to win. This insane number of ways to win 
is achieved on a standard 5x4 reel. Since every symbol 
has a ‘unique’ symbol multiplier of up to 9x, Hyper-
Ways™ can simulate up to the equivalent of 36 symbols 
on a single 4-tall-reel! With this method, we can achieve 
the workings of 60,466,176 ways in a small game area, 
making this slot one of the highest ways-to-win slots 
ever.

MEGA NEFERTITI WILDS

Mega Nefertiti Wilds appear randomly in the base 
game and land with a random total win multiplier up 
to 5x. They have a max symbol multiplier of 9x, 18x, 
27x, and 36x for symbol sizes 1x1, 1x2, 1x3, and 1x4 
respectively. The bigger the Mega Nefertiti Wild, the 
higher the symbol multiplier. Mega Nefertiti Wilds also 
create random wilds on the reels when they land, and 
during winning cascades, the Mega Nefertiti Wild can 
replace removed symbols with new wilds.

FREE SPINS

Landing five scatters in the base game awards eight free 
spins. The Mega Nefertiti Wild lands on every free spin.

BUY BONUS

Nefertiti HyperWays™ offers players a buy bonus that 
they can use to buy free spins. The buy bonus button 
takes the form of a gold coin with the GA logo. The cost 
of the bonus is 100x the bet.
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INFORMATION
Game ID (Stage and Production)
Game Resolution
Hit Frequency
Channels
Version 1 - 5,000x
Hit Frequency (60,466,176 HyperWays
Std. deviation
Volatility
Version 2 - 50,000x
Hit Frequency (60,466,176 HyperWays
Std. deviation
Volatility
Version 3 - 150,000x
Hit Frequency (60,466,176 HyperWays
Std. deviation
Volatility

WIN
Version 1
Average win
Maximum win/bet in base game
Maximum win/bet
Version 2
Average win
Maximum win/bet in base game
Maximum win/bet
Version 3
Average win
Maximum win/bet in base game
Maximum win/bet

TOTAL RTP
Version 1
Version 2
Version 3

320
16:9
24.36%
Mobile and desktop

29.84% 
10.66
Medium

24.38%
15.22
High

24.73%
27.22
Very high

3.23
5,000x bet
5,000x bet

3.96
23,328x bet
50,000x bet

3.91
29,526x bet
150,000x bet

96.41%
96.50%
96.66%
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